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Abstract
A one-dimensional virtual ant is an automaton evolving in the lattice Z. Each cell of Z may
have white or black color. The ant, represented by an arrow in a cell, moves to a neighbor
and may change the color of the current cell depending on its previous color. In this paper
we characterize into classes the dynamics of 64 ant’s rules, taking into account bounded or
unbounded evolution as well as the periods and the steady-state behavior. We describe in a
detailed way the behavior of each of the rules, determining the steady state velocity, period and
transient time.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the dynamics of a virtual ant in Z. Our motivation is Lang-
ton’s ant model [11], which evolves in a two-dimensional lattice. An agent, called
ant, travels over the plane divided in cells by a square grid. Each cell admits a color
(usually just two: black and white). The ant is represented by an arrow over a cell and
heads in one of the four axis directions. The ant travels from cell to cell according
to the following rule: if the cell where it lands is white (black), then the color is
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Fig. 1. (a) ConFguration at time 10,700 when starting with every cell in white color. (b) ConFguration at
time 47,500 when starting from another initial condition.
changed to black (white) and the ant rotates in 90◦ to the right (left). Afterward, it
moves one cell in the direction it is heading. From simulations one may see a very
complex evolution at the beginning, and in all cases suddenly the ant escapes to inFn-
ity leaving behind a periodic pattern of colored cells (see Fig. 1). 1 There exist also
generalizations by considering several colors [3,8], other regular grids [10,12,6,5,7] and
higher dimensions [1].
We adapt the ant’s rule to the one-dimensional lattice Z. The generalization of the
rule is not direct, and we have considered all the possible generalizations satisfying
that: there are two colors, the ant is an arrow, the rule is invariant under reGection and
the ant does not move more than one position in each step. If we deFne the ant as
a Turing Machine, we are considering every rule with two symbols, two states called
“pointing to the right” and “pointing to the left” and a transition rule that is invariant
under reGections. We allow the ant to preserve one or both of the colors. This gives
a high diversity of rules. We should notice that one of these rules was already studied
in [9], where statistical properties are established analytically. Also a generalization, of
the same rule, considering a rigidity parameter and an arbitrary number of colors was
studied in [2].
First we classify the rules in two classes: always unbounded and bounded for some
initial con4gurations. Second each class is subdivided in sub classes depending on
the possible periods (in the case of the bounded ones), and the steady-state behavior.
We describe the ant’s behavior in a detailed way for each one of the rules and we
characterize completely its evolution.
1 These Fgures was obtained from the Andres Moreira’s applet www.ing-mat.udec.cl/∼anahi/
langton/applet0.html.
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Fig. 2. A simulation of rule
(
−1
−1
1
−1
1
−1
)
. The initial conFguration is at the top. The conFgurations for
iterations 1–4 are arranged below.
1.1. The ant’s rule
An ant rule is speciFed by three functions e; f; g : {white; black} → {1;−1}. The
state of the system is given by the distribution of colors c : Z → {white; black}, the
ant position a ∈ Z and the heading sense d ∈ {−1; 1}. The ant’s dynamics is governed
by the following transition function:
Fefg(c; a; d) = (c′; a′; d′);
where
c′(a) =


white if e(c(a)) = 1 ∧ c(a) = white;
black if e(c(a)) = 1 ∧ c(a) = black;
white if e(c(a)) = −1 ∧ c(a) = black;
black if e(c(a)) = −1 ∧ c(a) = white;
c′(i) = c(i); ∀i = a;
a′ = a+ f(c(a))d;
d′ = g(c(a))d:
In other words, from one iteration to the next one, the unique cell changing its color
is the cell where the ant is located. Simultaneously, the ant changes of heading sense
and it moves to a neighboring cell.
The functions e, f and g determines the next color of the cell, the next position and
the next heading sense of the ant. They are functions of the color of the cell a, and they
neither depend on the ant position nor on its heading sense. So, depending on the color
of the cell a, the cell where the ant is will change its color or not (e(c(a)) = −1 or 1,
respectively), the ant will move forward or backward (f(c(a)) = 1 or −1, respectively)
and its heading sense will change or not (g(c(a)) = −1 or 1, respectively).
For each value of the parameters e, f and g we will have a diMerent ant’s rule. In
this context, the ant’s rule is completely deFned by the following 2× 3 matrix:(
e(black) f (black) g(black)
e(white) f (white) g(white)
)
:
For example, the rule
(−1 1 1
−1 −1 −1
)
produces the dynamics showed in Fig. 2.
There are 64 possible rules. However for 16 of them the ant movement is independent
of the cell color and its behavior is too simple (the ant propagates indeFnitely in Z or
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it cycles with period two between two contiguous cells). Only 48 rules are interesting.
But there are yet some other simpliFcations. An exchange of the rows of the matrix
of a rule just changes the roles of the colors, and the new rule has the same behavior
as the original one. We call them dual rules and they have analogous properties. In
this paper we make the proofs only for one rule of each dual couple.
Finally, we remark a last equivalence that corresponds to reversing the direction of
the ant:
(
e(black) f (black) g(black)
e(white) f (white) g(white)
)
⇔
(
e(black) −f (black) g(black)
e(white) −f (white) g(white)
)
:
Only 14 rules are left for examination.
1.2. Basic de4nitions
In order to describe each rule we deFne some notation and we recall some basic
deFnitions about dynamical systems.
A function c : Z → {white; black} is called a con4guration. A 3-tuple (c; a; d) in
{white; black}Z × Z× {−1; 1} is called a state.
A constant conFguration is a conFguration that assigns the same color to all the
cells. We say that a conFguration is 4nite if it diMers from a constant conFguration
only in a Fnite number of cells. The support of a state is deFned as the minimal,
connected set S of cells containing a and such that all the cells outside S have the
same color. We call white-block (black-block) a connected set of cells in white (black)
color.
Given a state (c0; a0; d0), let us deFne (ct ; at ; dt) as the state of the system at time
t, i.e.
(ct ; at ; dt) = Ftefg(c0; a0; d0):
We say that the inFnite sequence of cells (at)t∈N is the ant’s trajectory generated by
the initial state (c0; a0; d0). Depending on the rule and the initial state there will be
diMerent kinds of trajectories.
An ant’s trajectory is said to be bounded if it is composed by a Fnite number of
cells. In that case, it is easy to see that the trajectory is also eventually periodic, i.e.
(∃T ∈ N)(∃p ∈ N)(∀t ¿ T ) at+p = at . Otherwise, the trajectory will be unbounded.
In the bounded case one may deFne the period and the transient time of the trajectory
as the smallest integers p and T such that (∀t ¿ T ) at+p = at . We say that at time
T the ant falls on a p-cycle.
We say that an ant’s trajectory is eventually regular if there is a time T and two
integers p and r are such that (∀t ¿ T )at+p = at+ r. This means that after time T the
ant repeats the same movement with period p. We deFne the period and the transient
times as before, and the ant’s velocity as r=p. It is easy to see that an eventually
regular trajectory is unbounded if and only if its velocity is diMerent from 0, and, in
this case, the set {at}t∈N consists in a complete hemisphere of Z.
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A trajectory is propagative if the number of times that the ant visits each cell is
bounded. Since we are on a one-dimensional space, this condition implies that the ant
moves across the space with a rate which is bounded by the bottom by a positive
number. From this the use of the word ‘propagative’.
A trajectory is oscillatory if it contains all the cells of the space. This implies that
the ant visits every cell an inFnite number of times. From this the use of the term
‘oscillatory’.
A rule is said to be reversible if the transition function Fefg associated to it is
one-to-one,
unbounded if for every initial condition the ant’s trajectory is unbounded,
propagative if for every initial conFguration the ant’s trajectory is propagative.
1.3. The classi4cation
We deFne the following classes of rules:
B: the rules that admit bounded trajectories.
B1: the rules in B that admit only a Fnite set of periods.
B2: the rules in B that admit arbitrary large periods.
U : the unbounded rules.
UP: the propagative rules.
UO: the rules in U such that for some initial conFguration the ant’s trajectory is
not propagative
UO1: the rules in UO such that for some Fnite initial conFguration the ant’s trajec-
tory is eventually regular.
UO2: the rules in UO such that for no Fnite initial conFguration the ant’s trajectory
is eventually regular.
2. Class B
This class is characterized by the fact that, for each rule, there exists only one
pattern that makes the ant propagate constantly in a Fxed direction. When propagating,
the ant modiFes this pattern, then, when it attains a perturbation, it falls in a cycle (the
exception is for rules
(
1 1 1
1 −1 −1
)
and
(
1 1 1
1 −1 1
)
that do not modify the conFguration at all). The ant will have an unbounded trajectory
if the pattern that makes it propagate is inFnite in the direction in which the ant starts.
The rules belonging to B are given in Table 1.
We divide this class in subclasses B1 and B2 depending on the periods admitted by
each rule. A rule in B2 admits any even period, while for the rules in class B1 only
periods two and four are possible.
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Table 1
Rules belonging to class B
Bounded rules
B1 B2(
1 −1 −1
1 1 −1
) (−1 1 1
1 1 −1
) (
1 1 1
1 −1 1
) (
1 1 1
1 −1 −1
)
(−1 −1 −1
1 1 −1
) (−1 1 1
1 −1 −1
) (
1 1 1
1 1 −1
)
?
? ?
? ? ?
?
??
???
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Evolution of the rules
(
1
1
−1
1
−1
−1
)
and
(
−1
1
−1
1
−1
−1
)
over a sequence of alternating colors.
(a) To the left. (b) To the right. The symbol ‘?’ can be black or white, depending on the speciFc rule.
Fig. 4. Two-cycle evolution of rules
(
1
1
−1
1
−1
−1
)
and
(
−1
1
−1
1
−1
−1
)
when an ant enters a block of cells
in the same color.
2.1. Class B1
The rules(
1 −1 −1
1 1 −1
)
and
(−1 −1 −1
1 1 −1
)
have a very similar behavior. With both rules the ant propagates with velocity 1 over
a conFguration which alternates black and white cells. The ant falls in a cycle when
it Fnds two (or more) consecutive cells in the same color. The Frst statement comes
from direct simulation (see Fig. 3). The second statement is veriFed by analyzing each
possible case in which the ant enters for the Frst time a block of two or more cells in
the same color (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the ant when starting over a white cell.
Fig. 6. With the rule
(
1
1
1
−1
1
1
)
the ant moves forward over black cells and backward over white cells.
We conclude that the ant with these rules advances over an alternating pattern but
it “stops” when it Fnds two cells with the same color. The transient time for periodic
trajectories is bounded by the length of the block containing the alternating pattern
over which the ant starts. The period is always 2. When propagating, the ant’s velocity
is 1. These rules are not reversible.
Rules(−1 1 1
1 1 −1
)
and
(−1 1 1
1 −1 −1
)
make the ant propagate over black cells with velocity 1. At each step, the ant changes
the color of the black cells, then, when it Fnds a white cell, it falls in a cycle.
Analyzing each case for both rules, we verify that the ant attains only two-cycles
(see Fig. 5).
The rule
(
1 1 1
1 −1 1
)
makes the ant propagate with velocity 1 over constant patterns
black or white. In fact, the rule makes the ant move forward over black cells and
backward over white cells. The ant does not change the color of the cells, then it
falls in a two-cycle when going from a black cell to a white cell (or the reverse)
(see Fig. 6).
Finally, let us study the rule
(
1 1 1
1 1 −1:
)
With this rule, the ant will also prop-
agate over the black-blocks with velocity 1 and it will fall in a cycle when Fnding
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Fig. 7. The four-cycle and the two-cycles of the rule
(
1
1
1
1
1
−1
)
.
Fig. 8. Ant’s evolution under rule
(
1
1
1
−1
1
−1
)
. (Situation 1) Starting in a black cell. (Situation 2) Starting
in a white cell with a black cell behind. (Situation 3) Starting in a white cell with a white cell behind.
a white cell. Analyzing the diMerent cases, we see that two and four-cycles are possible
(see Fig. 7).
We conclude that the ant with rules(−1 1 1
1 1 −1
)
;
(−1 1 1
1 −1 −1
)
;
(
1 1 1
1 −1 1
)
and
(
1 1 1
1 1 −1
)
propagates over the black-blocks but it “stops” when it Fnds a white cell. The transient
time is bounded by the length of the black-block where the ant starts plus three. If
there are no white cells in the direction in which the ant points, the ant will propa-
gate indeFnitely in this direction. In the special case of the rule
(
1 1 1
1 −1 1;
)
, the ant
propagates also over white-blocks and in this case it “stops” when it Fnds a black cell.
The period is always 2 except for the rule
(
1 1 1
1 1 −1
)
which may attain a period 4.
When propagating, the velocity is always 1. None of these rules is reversible.
2.2. Class B2
This class is composed by only one rule. We understand its behavior by regarding
the simulations in Fig. 8. The ant propagates over the black cells and rebounds over
the white cells. Since it does not change the color of the cells, it oscillates between
two white cells. Its period will be equal to two times the length of the black-block
where it starts plus two. We remark that the rule
(
1 1 1
1 −1 −1
)
is unbounded over all
the initial conFgurations where the ant is not enclosed by white cells.
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Table 2
Rules belonging to class U
Unbounded rules
UP U01 U02(−1 1 1
−1 −1 −1
) (−1 1 −1
1 1 1
) (−1 −1 1
−1 1 1
) (−1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1
)
(−1 −1 1
1 1 1
) (−1 −1 −1
1 1 1
) (−1 1 1
−1 1 −1
)
The ant’s trajectory may have an arbitrary even period. When propagating its velocity
is 1. This rule is reversible, and hence every trajectory is either periodic or unbounded.
The transient time in the periodic case is then null.
3. Class U
With these rules, the ant propagates in a regular way over some pattern, but when
it Fnds a perturbation, it does not “stop” as with the rules in class B, but it rebounds
or it overcomes the perturbation. If the ant never rebounds but it overcomes the per-
turbations, it propagates and the rule is in class UP. If the ant rebounds under some
situations, it may rebound an inFnite number of times and hence the rule is in UO.
The rules in Class U are listed in Table 2.
3.1. Class UP
Rule
(−1 1 1
−1 −1 −1
)
was studied by GrosFls et al. [9]. In their paper a detailed study
of the ant’s trajectory over random conFgurations is done. Properties as the average
velocity and the distribution of the ant position through the time are calculated. The
next proposition is proved in [9], but the present proof is a reworking by us.
Proposition 1. For every initial state the ant with rule
(−1 1 1
−1 −1 −1
)
propagates in
the same direction all the time. The direction depends exclusively on the color of the
cell where the ant starts and the color of the cell behind it. Its velocity is at least 13 .
Proof. For the rule
(−1 1 1
−1 −1 −1
)
, the following Fgure shows the situations in which
the ant goes to the left and the ones in which the ant goes to the right. They cover
all the possibilities, and divide them into two groups.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9. (a) If the ant is over a black cell, in the next step it will be one cell to the left, with a white cell
behind. (b) If the ant is over a white cell with a white cell behind, after three steps it will be one cell to
the left, with a white cell behind.
Indeed, if the ant begins in a situation of the Left group, then, at the next step it will
continue in the Left group. Furthermore, after one or three steps it will be at least one
cell to the left. Then it propagates to the left with velocity at least 13 . Fig. 9 shows
simulations of the ant’s rule on the situations of the Left group.
The analogous happens if the ant begins in a situation of the Right group.
Fig. 10 shows an example of the behavior of rule
(−1 1 1
−1 −1 −1
)
. Let us notice that
the movement of the ant can be separated in boxes where the cell at bottom-left has
always the ant on a black cell, pointing to the left. As a corollary, we conclude that the
ant will have an eventually regular behavior when starting over a Fnite conFguration.
Its eventual velocity in this case will be 1 or 13 , if the background color is, respectively,
black or white. The transient time is, naturally, bounded by three times the support
size. This rule is reversible.
It is interesting to point out that the conFguration left after the ant passes is exactly
the complement of the initial conFguration shifted of one cell.
The rule
(−1 −1 1
1 1 1
)
does not change the heading sense of the ant. The ant will
move forward over the white cells and backward over the black cells. Then, when
starting over a black-block, the ant will propagate backward until it Fnds a white cell.
Afterward it will advance at velocity 1 over the white cells and velocity 13 over the
black cells; always in the same direction (see Fig. 10).
Two cases may be distinguished. If the ant starts over a black-block which is inFnite
in the backward direction, then the ant will propagate backward at velocity 1. In all
the other cases the ant will propagate forward. We conclude that the ant’s trajectory
is eventually regular for any Fnite initial conFguration. The transient time is bounded
by three times the support size. The rule is not reversible.
3.2. Class UO
As we said above, with these rules the ant propagates in a regular way over some
periodic pattern. If this pattern is a constant pattern, the ant is in class UO1, because
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−1 −1 1
1 1 1Rule
−1 1 1
−1 −1 −1Rule
Fig. 10. Simulation of the two rules in UP.
when the ant attains the constant part of a Fnite conFguration, its trajectory becomes
regular. If the pattern is not constant, the ant oscillates indeFnitely when starting over
a Fnite conFguration. The rules with this behavior are in the class UO2.
3.2.1. Class UO1
This class is composed by four rules. We shall prove that each one of them is
unbounded for any initial conFguration. The proof is basically the same for the four
rules. Here we will give the proof only for two of them, the reader can easily derive
it for the other ones.
Through examples we can see that these rules are not propagative. The fact that the
ant may have a regular trajectory when starting with a Fnite conFguration will be clear
from the analysis of each rule.
The rules
(−1 1 −1
1 1 1
)
and
(−1 −1 −1
1 1 1
)
have the common property that changes the color of black cells but they do not change
the color of white cells. Both also make the ant propagate over the white cells. The
proof of unboundedness of each of these rules is very similar.
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(b)(a)
α
α
Fig. 11. Rule
(
−1
1
1
1
−1
1
)
. Case (a) contradicts the hypothesis and case (b) cannot arise because after a
period every cell in P is white.
Proposition 2. The rules(−1 1 −1
1 1 1
)
and
(−1 −1 −1
1 1 1
)
are unbounded.
Proof. We will prove the proposition only for the rule
(−1 1 −1
1 1 1:
)
Let us suppose that it is not true. Let (c; a; d) be an initial condition that generates
a bounded trajectory. Therefore, sooner or later the ant will fall in a cycle. Let us
consider the interval of cells, say P ⊂ Z, that the ant visits periodically and let  be
the cell that is leftmost in P.
After a period, every cell in P is in white color. Fig. 11 shows what happens when
the ant visits . There are two cases: (a) it visits  pointing to the left, then it exits P.
(b) it visits  pointing to the right, then it needs to come from a black cell, which is
not possible because every visited cell is now white. Then the ant’s trajectory cannot
be bounded.
Fig. 12 shows a representative simulation of the rule
(−1 1 −1
1 1 1:
)
The behavior of the rule
(−1 1 −1
1 1 1
)
is summarized as follows:
• If the ant is in a white-block, it advances until falling in a black cell.
• If it is in a black-block, it advances until Fnding a white cell.
• If it advances an odd number of cells, it rebounds.
• If it advances an even number of cells, it continues in the same direction.
The ant only changes the propagating direction when it passes from a black-block to
a white-block.
To pass by all the cells of the space, it is necessary to change the direction an
inFnite number of times, then, it is necessary to have an inFnite number of white and
black cells. We conclude that for rule
(−1 1 −1
1 1 1
)
the ant has an eventually regular
behavior when it starts over a Fnite conFguration. The velocity, in this case will be 1
or 13 . The transient time grows slower than the square of the support size.
The ant trajectory is propagative, for example, if all the black-blocks of the ini-
tial conFguration are of even length. But in most of the cases the ant’s trajectory is
oscillatory.
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(a) (b)
Rule
−1 1 −1
−1 1 1
Rule
  1 1   1
−1 1  −1
Fig. 12. Simulations of some of the rules in UO1.
The rule
(−1 −1 −1
1 1 1
)
is simpler than rule
(−1 1 −1
1 1 1
)
. The ant propagates
over the white cells and rebounds over the black cells. Then, when starting over a
white-block, it will oscillate between the boundary black cells, always enlarging the
white-block size. If the initial conFguration contains a Fnite number of black cells, the
ant’s trajectory will be eventually regular. Otherwise, the ant will visit all the cells of
the space. When propagating, the velocity is 1. The transient time grows slower than
the square of the support size.
None of the former two rules is reversible.
Proposition 3. The rules
(−1 1 1
−1 1 −1
)
and
(−1 −1 1
−1 1 1
)
are unbounded.
Proof. We will prove the proposition only for the rule
(−1 1 1
−1 1 −1
)
, since the proof
for the rule
(−1 −1 1
−1 1 1
)
is similar.
Let us suppose that it is not unbounded. Let (c; a; d) be an initial condition that
generates a bounded trajectory. Therefore sooner or later it falls in a periodic behavior.
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Case a Case b
α
α
Fig. 13. Rule
(
−1
−1
1
1
1
−1
)
. In any case the ant exits from P.
Let us consider an interval of cells, say P ⊂ Z, which is visited by the ant pe-
riodically, and let  be the cell that is leftmost in P. Each time the ant visits 
it changes its color. Fig. 13 shows what happens when the ant visits  and  is
white. In both cases the ant falls in a cell to the left of , which is
a contradiction.
The behavior of rule
(−1 1 1
−1 1 −1
)
is summarized as follows:
• If the ant is in a black-block, it advances until falling in a white cell. It leaves
the visited cells in white color.
• If it is in a white-block, it advances at velocity 13 until Fnding a black cell. It
lays the visited cells in white color.
• If it advances an odd number of cells, it rebounds.
• If it advances an even number of cells, it continues in the same direction.
As before, the ant changes its propagating direction only when it passes from a
white cell to a black cell. If the number of black cells is Fnite, the ant oscillates a
Fnite number of times, afterwards it falls in a regular behavior.
We can say that this is the most “complex” of the considered rules. In fact, the
transient time depends on the parity of all the blocks of the initial conFguration.
This suggests that no algorithm can predict the ant position faster than the system
itself. The transient time grows slower than the square of the support size. The steady-
state velocity is 1 or 13 . See Fig. 12 as an example of the evolution of
this rule.
The behavior of the ant under the rule
(−1 −1 1
−1 1 1
)
is very simple. As for rule(−1 −1 1
1 1 1
)
, the ant never changes the heading sense and it moves backward over
black cells and forward over white cells. Since it always changes the cell color, it will
propagate forward over a white-block and when it Fnds a black cell it will rebound
until to Fnds a white cell to rebound a new time and so on. Then it will oscillate
with ever-growing amplitudes rebounding on black cells on one side and on white
cells on the other side. If the ant starts over a Fnite conFguration its trajectory will be
eventually regular, with velocity 1. The transient time grows slower than the square of
the support size.
None of the former two rules is reversible.
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Fig. 14. When the ant Fnds two cells with the same color, it rebounds.
3.3. The class UO2
This class is composed only by one rule. This rule diMers from the previous ones
because the ant eventually visits each cell of the space when starting over a Fnite
conFguration.
Proposition 4. If the initial con4guration is 4nite, the ant’s trajectory with the rule(−1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1
)
goes through all the cells of the space.
Proof. There exists only one pattern where the ant propagates. When a perturbation
appears, the ant rebounds enlarging the pattern. This can be seen directly from the
simulation of Fig. 14. Remark the heading sense of the ant and the color of the cell
when the ant comes back to the starting point. We can state that
Given a sequence of cells with alternating colors and an ant on the right of the
sequence as: or . If at the left of the sequence there are two cells with the
same color, then the ant evolving under the rule
(−1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1
)
will advance to
the leftmost cell, and it will come back to the starting point, its heading sense at
this time will be the same as that at the beginning but the cell color will be the
opposite one.
Let us suppose that there exist cells that the ant does not visit. This implies that a
complete hemisphere (say the right one) exists which is not visited by the ant. Then,
we can consider a cell  that is at the left of the boundary of this hemisphere, and
that is visited by the ant.
When the ant visits , and it is pointing toward right, it must be in white color,
otherwise the ant moves to the right. If it is pointing toward left,  must be in black
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color, for the same reason. This color/position relation coincides with the hypothesis
of the former statement.
Without loss of generality we can suppose that the ant points toward left and  is
black (the other case is symmetric). Let us consider the sequence of cells that begins
in  and goes toward the left satisfying that the color of the cells alternates. It may
have length one if the cell immediately to the left of  has the same color as that of
. Its length is Fnite since the number of black cells is Fnite. Then, we know that the
ant will come back to , Fnding it white and heading to the left. Then the ant will go
to the right, which contradicts the initial assumption.
Then the ant’s trajectory over a Fnite conFguration is not eventually regular. With
similar arguments we can prove also that the rule is unbounded.
Over the alternating pattern the ant propagates at velocity 1. Over any conFguration
diMering with the alternating one in an inFnite number of cells the ant’s trajectory is
oscillatory. This rule is not reversible.
4. Conclusions
We have classiFed every one-dimensional ant’s rule. In general one may say that
the ant behavior is simple. For every rule we know its steady state when starting over
a Fnite conFguration.
Furthermore, the steady state is also “simple”. For bounded trajectories the period is
short, in the majority of cases (2 or 4). For the unbounded rules, there are essentially
two steady-state behaviors: propagative and oscillatory; and only two velocities are
attained: 1 and 13 .
The rules in a given class are found to behave in a very similar way. And hence, a
poor diversity is obtained.
Even if the propagative and oscillatory qualities are not complementary in general,
for the present set of rules, they are.
In fact, we found only three kinds of steady state trajectories: periodic, regular and
oscillating with ever-growing amplitude.
Moreover, each rule has the same behavior over “almost all” the initial states (with
the probabilistic sense of the expression). The rules in B are bounded over “almost
all” the initial states and the rules in UO are oscillatory over “almost all” the initial
states.
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